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From the West Highway (A1)
Take the exit “Zentrum” and follow the signs direction “Zentrum”. Just before
arriving at the Opera turn left into the “Ring” (a 4-track road) and follow the
course of the road until the Rathaus (City hall).
After the City hall, follow the signs to the “Votivparkgarage”, turn left there and
then the first possibility to the right into “Ebendorferstraße”. Follow the course of
the road to the traffic light and cross the crossing into “Rooseveltplatz”. Follow
the road until you are in front of Hotel (Nr. 15).

From the South Highway (A2)
Turn to the "Süd-Osttangente"(A23) direction “Zentrum”. At the crossing “Obere
Donaustraße – Rembrandtstrasse” turn left over the bridge (Sign: VOTIVParkgarage). Follow the road (Hörlgasse) to the crossing with the
“Währingerstraße”. Drive straight ahead over the crossing, pass the Votiv-Church,
and turn right after the Church into the “Universitätsstraße”. Take the next
possibility immediately to the right again and follow the road (Rooseveltplatz)
around the church until you stand directly in front of the Hotel Regina.

From the East Highway (A4)
Drive in direction “Zentrum”. Leave at the connection point “Knoten Prater” and
continue on “Schüttelstraße” (B227). Follow the course of the road direction
“Zentrum”, “Prater”. At the crossing “Obere Donaustraße – Rembrandtstraße” turn
left, over the bridge (Sign: VOTIV-Parkgarage). Follow the road (Hörlgasse) to the
crossing with the “Wähingerstraße”. Drive straight ahead over the crossing, pass
the Votiv-Church, and turn right after the Church into the “Universitätsstraße”.
Take the next possibility immediately to the right again and follow the road
(Rooseveltplatz) around the church until you stand directly in front of the Hotel
Regina.

From the airport (with public transportation)
Take the airport-shuttle from the airport to “Schwedenplatz” and then the
Tramway Nr. “1” to the station “Schottentor-Universität”, OR take the high-speed
railway S7 to “Praterstern” and then the underground U2 until the station
“Schottentor-Universität”. Take the exit “Währingerstraße”. Now you will already
see the Hotel Regina, you only have to walk through the park.

From the WestWest-station (with
(with public transportation)
Take the underground “U3” direction “Simmering” until the station
“Volkstheather”, continue with the “U2” direction “Seestadt” to the station
“Schottentor”. From there chose the exit “Währingerstraße”. Now you will already
see the Hotel Regina and you only have to walk through the park.

From the MainMain-station (with public transportation)
Take the underground “U1” direction “Leopoldau” until the station “Karlsplatz”,
continue with the “U2” direction “Seestadt” to the station “Schottentor”. From
there chose the exit “Währingerstraße”. Now you will already see the Hotel Regina
and you only have to walk through the park.

